The museum is open exclusively to groups on Mondays from September through May.

Workshops at Your Location

Now, on bus - no worries! Our fun and engaging Program Specialists will bring our multidisciplinary workshops to you and help integrate the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and Common Core State Standards (CCSS) at your location.

• $175 per program, plus travel fee
• Preschool, 40-minute workshops
• Grades K – 5, 60-minute workshops

Field Trip Museum Tour

Our museum guides will take you and your group on an exhibit tour, engage in discussions and help them uncover the many content layers of learning opportunities.

• Self-guided tour $175 per class
• Guided tour $190 per class
• 90-minute tours are available daily starting at 9:00 am and Wednesdays starting at 10:00 am
• Free admission for adults at a 1:5 ratio
• Additional museum time, $1.00 per child, per hour

Homeschool Experience

These special programs provide homeschool groups of all sizes and ages with a unique opportunity to investigate our multidisciplinary, hands-on exhibits and activities. Plus, meet other homeschool groups in the area. See website for dates, pricing and registration information.

FREE Nature Trail Challenge

After their field trip to Stepping Stones, each child will receive a coupon for one FREE return admission with a paying adult. This is a great opportunity for students to show their family what they learned at a later date.

Come to the museum or we’ll bring it to you.
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Come to the museum or we’ll bring it to you.

Workshops at Your Location
Not sure, no bus - no worries! Our fun and engaging Program Specialists will bring our multidisciplinary workshops to you and help integrate the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and Common Core State Standards (CCSS) at your location.

- $175 per program, plus travel fee
- Preschool, 40-minute workshops
- Grades K – 5, 60-minute workshops

Workshops
Add a Workshop to your field trip. This option is great for educators and camp directors looking to enhance the topics being explored.

- $85 additional per class
- One class per workshop
- Workshops add 40 – 60 minutes to the tour

Field Trip Museum Tour
Our museum guides will take you and your group on an exhibit tour. Engage in discussions and help them uncover the many content layers of learning opportunities.

- Self-guided tour $175 per class
- Guided tour $190 per class
- 90-minute tours are available daily starting at 9:00 am and Wednesdays starting at 10:00 am
- Free admission for adults at a 1:5 ratio
- Additional museum time, $1.00 per child, per hour

Homeschool Experiences
These special programs provide homeschool groups of all sizes and ages with a unique opportunity to investigate our multidisciplinary hands-on exhibits and activities. Plus, meet other homeschool groups in the area. See website for dates, pricing and registration information.

- $85 additional per class
- One class per workshop
- Workshops add 40 – 60 minutes to the tour

For more information, please call (203) 414-0300.

Educators and Camp Directors save 10% on memberships!

Add a Workshop to your field trip. This option is great for educators and camp directors looking to enhance the topics being explored.

- $85 additional per class
- One class per workshop
- Workshops add 40 – 60 minutes to the tour

Free Return Visit Coupon
After their field trip to Stepping Stones, each child will receive a coupon for one FREE return admission with a paying adult. This is a great opportunity for students to show their family what they learned at a later date.

FREE Nature Visit Challenge
After their field trip to Stepping Stones, each child will receive a coupon for one FREE return admission with a paying adult. This is a great opportunity for students to show their family what they learned at a later date.

Experience an area focusing on children’s exhibition and educational opportunities. Multidisciplinary, educational field trips and professional development for teachers. It gets wet and wild while investigating hydro, wind and solar power in Energy Lab®, explore feelings and relationships with others in Express Yourself®, create stable structures in Build It! and more. Whether preschoolers are exploring the wonders of butterflies or fifth graders are examining matter and forces, Stepping Stones Museum for Children is a fun and engaging destination.
**Kindergarten – Grade 2**

**The Fact of Matter 1.0**
- Grades 2 – 3
- Inquiry-based activities that explore the smells of spring, to become the characters in Goldilocks and the Three Bears.

**Storybook Theater 1.0**
- Build a Story: Turn a familiar tale into a script. As you investigate building materials and design a stable structure that can withstand the force of the Big Bad Wolf, you will learn about gravity and enhance building skills using creativity and curiosity.

**Science**
- Empathy and discovering ways to be the best you!
- STEM: CA.60.7, L.60.6, S.60.8
- NGSS: 2-PS1-2, K-2-ETS1-2; CCSS.Math.ELA:W.4.7

**CTELDS**
- CA.48.5, S.60.2, PH.48.2

**Matter Comes to Life**
- Butterfly Science: How strong is your house? Enter into the story of Three Billy Goats Gruff and you investigate building materials and design a stable structure that can withstand the force of the Big Bad Wolf.
- Science: ETS1-1; ETS1-2, CCSS.Math.1.MD.A.1

**Technology**
- New and Improved
- NGSS: ETS1-1; ETS1-2, CCSS.Math.1.MD.A.1

**Mathematics**
- NGSS: 2.LS2.A, 1.LS1.A
- CCSS.ELA:SL.2.4; National Core Arts Standards: 5,6; CCSS.Math.Content.2.G.A.2

**English**
- NGSS: 2-PS1-2, K-2-ETS1-2; CCSS.Math.ELA:W.4.7

**Social/Emotional**
- NGSS: ETS1-1; ETS1-2, CCSS.Math.1.MD.A.1

**Literacy**
- NGSS: ETS1-1; ETS1-2, CCSS.Math.1.MD.A.1

**For full standards descriptions go to steppingstonesmuseum.org/standards**

**Workshops – onsite or offsite**

**Grades 2 – 3**

**Amazing Animals**
- Grades 2 – 3
- Inquiry-based activities that explore the changes in the natural world and discover adaptations that help animals survive. There are no live animals involved. Adaptations can be placed in a specific habitat. The UAE animals: AC.30.3, AC.30.4, AC.30.5

**Science**
- NGSS: 2-ESS2.C, 4-PS3-3; CCSS.Math.ELA:W.4.7

**CTELDS**
- CA.60.7, L.60.6, S.60.8

**Mathematics**
- NGSS: 2.LS2.A, 1.LS1.A
- CCSS.ELA:SL.2.4; National Core Arts Standards: 5,6; CCSS.Math.Content.2.G.A.2

**Social/Emotional**
- NGSS: ETS1-1; ETS1-2, CCSS.Math.1.MD.A.1

**Literacy**
- NGSS: ETS1-1; ETS1-2, CCSS.Math.1.MD.A.1

**For full standards descriptions go to steppingstonesmuseum.org/standards**
**Preschool – on site or offsite**

**Kindergarten – Grade 2**

The Fact of Matter 1.0

Matter has mass and takes up space. It comes in different types of matter — solids, liquids and gases — and has all of their properties present through hands-on exploration.

Above and Beyond

Become an astronaut and discover for yourselves how our universe is changing. Take to the moon and beyond to explore the importance of the moon and stars in our solar system. Have fun emulating planets in a solar system science unit!

Build a Story

Imagine you are living in the past. You are building your own building and keeping it safe. Learn about the 3 simple machines and test them out today.

Buildable Blocks

To build a house you need a plan, but where do you start? BUILD YOUR OWN BUILDING! Students will learn and apply the concepts of building, design and shape.

From Seed to Plant

Discover how plants grow. Create and manipulate a plant life cycle that shows the changing seasons of flowers, lights and data. Learn to design your own plant as you grow it.

Storybook Theatre 2.0

Direct a story and stage a plot. Bring the book to life in this flag site! The Three Little Pigs: Building Blocks.

Motion: Nutrition 1.0

Eat your bread, drink your milk and eggs for your brain! Discover additives, determine how your brain, body and brain healthy. Practice meal planning while eating nutritious foods, making nutritious food choices.

Plan, Plan, Plan

The sun, rain, wind and power energy source? Explore the importance of renewable energy and its impact on the natural world. Make sun prints, measuring and using green energy source and creating a wind turbine.

Reversible Robots 1.0

Do you know that robots are flexible and can do a right thing, a right way, and do the right thing. They are taught to do anything you want them to do. Path planning and testing, you will be able to build your own robot.

Grasshopper Manor

Growing a grasshopper from egg to adult. Investigate how to protect the grasshopper from predators and how the grasshopper moves.

Circuits 1.0

Circuits run the world! Explore the flow of energy through circuits and investigate how electricity can be created and used. Learn to build simple circuits using basic materials and solve problems.

For full standards descriptions go to www.steppingstonesmuseum.org/standards

**Grades 3 – 5**

The Fact of Matter 2.0

Matter has mass and takes up space. It comes in different types of matter — solids, liquids and gases — and has all of their properties present through hands-on exploration.

Amazing Animals

Explore animals in different habitats and their unique adaptations that allow them to survive. Then create an animal that is uniquely adapted to live in a specific environment.

Kinetic Contraptions

Energy can neither be created nor destroyed! Use balls, ramps and blocks to explore different forms of energy, force and motion. Learn to make a kinetic contraption and build a simple machine.

Weather

Become meteorologists and measure weather using authentic scientific tools. Conduct explorations through experiments and personal predictions.

Matter 2.0 – Three States of Matter

Learn the science of matter by exploring the properties of solids, liquids and gases through demonstrations and hands-on activities. Explore volatile properties, conductivity and the invisible fourth state of matter.

Goggles and Glasses 2.0

Can you follow the flow of energy? Study how homes rely on renewable energy sources such as solar. Investigate the construction of energy and building a simple machine.

Kinetix Contraptions

Did you know energy cannot be created or destroyed? Build, ball, ramps and blocks to explore different forms of energy, force and motion. Learn to make a kinetic contraption and build a simple machine.

Kitchen Science: Light, Shadow, and Reflection

Explore the middle tier of the scientific enterprise with virtual chemistry using everyday ingredients. Use authentic measuring tools to explore the properties of light, shadow and reflection. Engage in hands-on, inquiry-driven experiments.

Resilient Robots 1.0

Learn that controlling and saving small changes in your world can help prevent large and dangerous changes in the world. Investigate ways to help your local environment and see how the simple act of saving a few kilowatt hours can add up to a significant difference.

Paper Airplanes

Explore the forces at work in the world of everyday flight. Learn about the design and engineering of various types of flight and how to build and fly simple paper airplanes.

Terrific Tangrams and Tessellations

Learn about geometric shapes and patterns, symmetry and famous artists who used math in their creative process. Practice using the geometry of the world around you. Develop an understanding of geometry and spatial reasoning.

Weather Wise

Learn about the scientific process! Conduct experiments and measure weather using authentic scientific tools. Conduct explorations through experiments and personal predictions.

Museum: Nutrition 2.0

Eat your bread, drink your milk and eggs for your brain! Discover additives, determine how your brain, body and brain healthy. Practice meal planning while eating nutritious foods, making nutritious food choices.

Water Cycle 3.0

Watch the water cycle in action! Learn about the importance of water and the changing patterns of evaporation, condensation, precipitation and collection. Investigate the role of water in your life.

Kinetic Theater

Direct a story and stage a plot. Bring the book to life in this flag site! The Three Little Pigs: Building Blocks.

The Three Billy Goats Gruff

Direct Bee-Bot® forward, backward, left and right as you guide it along ramps and blocks to explore different forms of energy, force and motion. Did you know energy can neither be created nor destroyed? Use balls, ramps and blocks to explore different forms of energy, force and motion. Learn to make a kinetic contraption and build a simple machine.

Power Play

Learn Bee-Bot commands and complete complex challenges as you combine elements of early flight with engineering design. Conduct trials, make predictions and record data on lengths and types of flights. Build, ball, ramps and blocks to explore different forms of energy, force and motion. Learn to make a kinetic contraption and build a simple machine.

 Remarkable Robots

Learn about the scientific process! Conduct experiments and measure weather using authentic scientific tools. Conduct explorations through experiments and personal predictions.

Circuits 2.0

Circuits run the world! Explore the flow of energy through circuits and investigate how electricity can be created and used. Learn to build simple circuits using basic materials and solve problems.

Kinetic Theater

Direct a story and stage a plot. Bring the book to life in this flag site! The Three Little Pigs: Building Blocks.

Kinetic Contraptions

Energy can neither be created nor destroyed! Use balls, ramps and blocks to explore different forms of energy, force and motion. Learn to make a kinetic contraption and build a simple machine.

Weather

Become meteorologists and measure weather using authentic scientific tools. Conduct explorations through experiments and personal predictions.

Museum: Nutrition 2.0

Eat your bread, drink your milk and eggs for your brain! Discover additives, determine how your brain, body and brain healthy. Practice meal planning while eating nutritious foods, making nutritious food choices.

Water Cycle 3.0

Watch the water cycle in action! Learn about the importance of water and the changing patterns of evaporation, condensation, precipitation and collection. Investigate the role of water in your life.
For full standards descriptions go to www.steppingstonesmuseum.org/standards

Science Technology Engineering Arts Mathematics Social/Emotional Literacy

Preschool

Butterflies 1.5 – Science Technology Engineering Arts

Kinder

The Fact of Matter 1.0

Wonders of Science 1.0

Learn how metamorphosis affects the life cycle of a butterfly. Examine butterfly life cycle, anatomy and whole life stages while learning about the life cycle of a butterfly and the scientific method.

The Three Little Pigs. CTELDS: CA.48.5, CA.60.6, L.60.6, CA.60.5, CA.60.7, L.60.7

Storybook Theater 1.0

Sensational Seasons

The sun, wind and water are powerful energy sources! Explore the importance of these renewable natural sources and how they can be harnessed to develop new energy production points, including creating and recording electricity.

Butterflies

This workshop explores the movements of summer, the colors of autumn and inquiry-based activities that explore the smells of spring, investigating the life cycle of a butterfly and the scientific method.

Science Technology Engineering Arts Mathematics Social/Emotional Literacy

The Fact of Matter 2.0

The Fact of Matter 2.0 – Science Technology Engineering Arts

The Three Little Pigs

Investigate the life cycle and importance of plants through scientific investigation. Dissect a seed, identify its parts and learn how plants transport liquids, water and nutrients. Practice meal planning while exploring portions and making nutritious food choices.

Matter has super powers! Explore three types of matter – solids, liquids and gases, and learn about their physical properties through hands-on investigations. Examine different ways of managing your feelings, practicing empathy and discovering ways to be the best you!

Science Technology Engineering Arts Mathematics Social/Emotional Literacy

Wonders of Science 1.0

Wonders of Science 1.0 – Science Technology Engineering Arts

The sun, wind and water are powerful energy sources! Explore the importance of these renewable natural sources and how they can be harnessed to develop new energy production points, including creating and recording electricity.
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The Three Little Pigs

Investigate the life cycle and importance of plants through scientific investigation. Dissect a seed, identify its parts and learn how plants transport liquids, water and nutrients. Practice meal planning while exploring portions and making nutritious food choices.

Matter has super powers! Explore three types of matter – solids, liquids and gases, and learn about their physical properties through hands-on investigations. Examine different ways of managing your feelings, practicing empathy and discovering ways to be the best you!
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The Fact of Matter 2.0

The Fact of Matter 2.0 – Science Technology Engineering Arts

Investigate the life cycle and importance of plants through scientific investigation. Dissect a seed, identify its parts and learn how plants transport liquids, water and nutrients. Practice meal planning while exploring portions and making nutritious food choices.
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The Three Little Pigs

Investigate the life cycle and importance of plants through scientific investigation. Dissect a seed, identify its parts and learn how plants transport liquids, water and nutrients. Practice meal planning while exploring portions and making nutritious food choices.

Matter has super powers! Explore three types of matter – solids, liquids and gases, and learn about their physical properties through hands-on investigations. Examine different ways of managing your feelings, practicing empathy and discovering ways to be the best you!
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The Fact of Matter 2.0

The Fact of Matter 2.0 – Science Technology Engineering Arts

Investigate the life cycle and importance of plants through scientific investigation. Dissect a seed, identify its parts and learn how plants transport liquids, water and nutrients. Practice meal planning while exploring portions and making nutritious food choices.
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The Three Little Pigs

Investigate the life cycle and importance of plants through scientific investigation. Dissect a seed, identify its parts and learn how plants transport liquids, water and nutrients. Practice meal planning while exploring portions and making nutritious food choices.

Matter has super powers! Explore three types of matter – solids, liquids and gases, and learn about their physical properties through hands-on investigations. Examine different ways of managing your feelings, practicing empathy and discovering ways to be the best you!
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The Fact of Matter 2.0

The Fact of Matter 2.0 – Science Technology Engineering Arts

Investigate the life cycle and importance of plants through scientific investigation. Dissect a seed, identify its parts and learn how plants transport liquids, water and nutrients. Practice meal planning while exploring portions and making nutritious food choices.
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The Three Little Pigs

Investigate the life cycle and importance of plants through scientific investigation. Dissect a seed, identify its parts and learn how plants transport liquids, water and nutrients. Practice meal planning while exploring portions and making nutritious food choices.

Matter has super powers! Explore three types of matter – solids, liquids and gases, and learn about their physical properties through hands-on investigations. Examine different ways of managing your feelings, practicing empathy and discovering ways to be the best you!
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The Fact of Matter 2.0

The Fact of Matter 2.0 – Science Technology Engineering Arts

Investigate the life cycle and importance of plants through scientific investigation. Dissect a seed, identify its parts and learn how plants transport liquids, water and nutrients. Practice meal planning while exploring portions and making nutritious food choices.
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The Three Little Pigs

Investigate the life cycle and importance of plants through scientific investigation. Dissect a seed, identify its parts and learn how plants transport liquids, water and nutrients. Practice meal planning while exploring portions and making nutritious food choices.

Matter has super powers! Explore three types of matter – solids, liquids and gases, and learn about their physical properties through hands-on investigations. Examine different ways of managing your feelings, practicing empathy and discovering ways to be the best you!

Science Technology Engineering Arts Mathematics Social/Emotional Literacy
Stepping Stones Museum for Children
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Preschool – Grade 5

Come to the museum or we’ll bring it to you.

Experience an award-winning children’s museum that provides hands-on, educational field trips and professional development for teachers. It gets wet and wild investigating hydro, wind and solar power in Energy Lab®, explore feelings and relationships with others in Express Yourself®, create stable structures in Build It!® and more. Whether presidencies are exploring the wonders of butterflies or fifth graders are examining matter and forces, Stepping Stones Museum for Children is a fun and engaging destination.

Workshops at Your Location

• Not sure, no bus, no worries! Our fun and engaging Program Specialists will bring our interactive workshops to your location.
• Preschool – Grade 5, 60-minute workshops
• Grades K – 5, 90-minute workshops

• $175 per program, plus travel fee
• Additional museum time, $1.00 per child, per hour

Field Trip Museum Tour

Our professional guides will take you and your group on an exhibit tour, engage in discussions and help them uncover the many content layers of learning opportunities.
• Self-guided tour $175 per class
• Guided tour $190 per class

• 90-minute tours are available daily starting at 9:00 am and Wednesdays starting at 10:00 am.
• Free admission for ages 2 and under.

Energy Lab®

Build It!

• 40-minute workshops

Express Yourself®

• 60-minute workshops

For Museums

• Save 10% on memberships!

For Schools

A FREE Return Visit Coupon will be given to each child for one FREE return admission with a paying adult. This is a great opportunity for students to show their family what they learned at a later date.

Homeschool Experiences

These special programs provide homeschool groups of all sizes and ages with a unique opportunity to investigate our multidisciplinary, hands-on exhibits and activities. Plus, meet other homeschool groups in the area. See website for dates, pricing and registration information.

Ongoing Fun, Hidden Learning

The museum is open exclusively to groups on Mondays from September through May.

Workshops at Your Location

× Not sure, no bus, no worries! Our fun and engaging Program Specialists will bring our interactive workshops to you and your group on an exhibit tour, engage in discussions and help them uncover the many content layers of learning opportunities.
× Self-guided tour $175 per class
× Guided tour $190 per class

× 90-minute tours are available daily starting at 9:00 am and Wednesdays starting at 10:00 am.
× Free admission for ages 2 and under.

Energy Lab®

Build It!

× 40-minute workshops

Express Yourself®

× 60-minute workshops

For Museums

× Save 10% on memberships!

For Schools

A FREE Return Visit Coupon will be given to each child for one FREE return admission with a paying adult. This is a great opportunity for students to show their family what they learned at a later date.